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Wind



Left aroud Low

http://www.buienradar.nl/h.aspx



Mass of atmosphere

500km air above 1m2 = 10 000kg 

That equals 10m x 1m2 =10m3 water



Air density and pressure

Density decreases from ample 1kg to 1g/m3 at 50km altitude.

So, aeroplanes meet less resistance the higher they fly (until 20km), 
but propellers and wings will work less as well.



Temperature(altitude)

Thermosphere

Mesosphere
Stratosphere

Troposphere

‘Weather’ occurs in troposphere.

Expanding (cooling) clouds stop raising as soon as their temperature 
equals their environment, sometimes loosing moist as rain.



Clouds

Expanding (cooling) air bubbles stop raising as soon as their temperature 
equals their environment, sometimes loosing moist as rain.



Wind force(velocity2)

force = mass · acceleration

acceleration = velocity / time

length = velocity · timevolume = surface · length

mass = density · volume

volume = surface · velocity · time

force = density · surface · velocity · time · velocity / time
force = density · surface · velocity2



Wind force

force = density · surface · velocity2

Velocity occurs two times in the formula 
for wind force, so force increases 
parabolically by the square of velocity.



Wind energy

Velocity occurs three times in the formula for wind energy,
so energy increases by the third power of velocity.

energy = force · length length = velocity · time

force = density · surface · velocity2

energy = density · surface · velocity3 · time 



Effective power
from a wind turbine

energy = density · surface · velocity3 · time

density = 1.29 kg/m3

efficiency = 19%

effective energy = 1.29· 314 · 5.43 · year · 19% =12119Wa 

surface = π · 102 = 314 m2

velocity = 5.4 m/sec

time = year = 60 · 60 · 24 · 365 sec



Power, dispersion, comfort
Our appreciation of wind differs if we want power from a wind 

turbine, dispersion of pollution or comfort in public space



Urban impact of wind (scale)

Measures can be taken at the level of
• national choice of location (R=100km)
• regional choice of location (R= 30 km)
• arrangement of rural areas; form of conurbations (R= 10 km)
• local choice of location (R= 10 km)
• form of town and town edge (R= 3 km)
• lay-out of districts and district quarters (R= 1 km)
• allotment of neighbourhoods and neighbourhood quarters (R= 300 m)
• allotment, urban details and ensembles divided in 4 hectares (R= 100 m)
• buildings (R= 30m), and
• the micro climate, important for humans, plants and animals (R= 10m). 



Measuring wind

Wind stations register gusts of more than 5 seconds 
duration.

All measurements are averaged for one hour
resulting in the ‘hour average wind velocity’.

From these hour averages a year average can be 
calculated, the ‘year average wind velocity’.



Standard wind
Wind data differ locally by surrounding obstacles (‘roughness’).

Standarised into the ‘year average potential wind velocity’
with a ‘ground roughness 3’ (grass land) and
at an altitude of 10 metre.

From that standard you can calculate the wind velocity
at other locations
with different local roughness and
at other altitudes 



Measuring year average 
potential wind velocity 



Data lost in the average
However, in the year average wind velocity some data are lost, 
relevant for:

potential energy profit by wind turbines,
dispersion of air pollution,
comfort of outdoor space and
energy use in buildings.

You miss a specification of:
wind directions,
wind velocities throughout the year and
how often these occur.

So, we have to go back to the sources. 



Mea-
sure-
ments



Data lost in the average

How to get for a specific location:

wind directions,
wind velocities throughout the year and
how often these occur.



Modelling wind velocity
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Fortunately the form of the graphs is very similar to a Weibull probability 
graph with different form and scale (‘C’ and ‘a’) per location. 

Modelling data for calculations

Also %wind per direction differs per region:



Power, dispersion, comfort
Remember:



Energy from a wind turbine

But, that differs per wind direction:



And, roughness class per direction
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And, rougness effects wind velocity…
…until 
high 
altitudes.



Dispersion of air pollution

also dependent upon direction and roughness per direction.



Comfort

also dependent upon direction and roughness per direction.



Regional behaviour



Windvelocity at 20m altitude

Where to locate Leidschenveen?



Lateral impacts



Lateral impacts



Lobe city



Lobe city



Lower levels of scale



Districts R=1km



High rise peripheral or central

‘Low rise at the edge’ ‘High rise at the edge’ 



Green perpheral  or central

 

‘Peripheral green’ ‘Central green’ 



Low and high rise on the edge
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Green peripheral or central
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Neighbourhoods R=300m



Neighbourhoods and trees

 
 

 
 

Measure points 1, 6, 7, 9, 
15 and 32 score high by 
wind over a 40m 
neighbourhood road without 
trees.

Measure points 5, 17 and 
29 get wind over a much 
wider district road (80 to 
100m) with 6m heigh trees 
score lower.



Neighbourhoods and trees

Measure points 2, 7 and 11 
score high: these lie on a 
40m wide neighbourhood 
road without trees.
Measure point 14 scores low 
because it is sheltered by 
22m high high rise buildings 
on the other side of the road.
The low rise minimum 
measure point 10 lies on 
10m wide ensemble streets.

 
 

 
 



Neighbourhoods and trees

Measure points 18, 15 and 
16 score high lying on a 70m 
wide district road with trees.

Minima 17 and 19 get wind 
from a backyard lying on 10m 
wide ensemble roads. 



Neighbourhoods and trees
Measure point 18 scores 
extremely high. It gets wind 
from 300m wide open green 
area in the centre of district 
quarter. Even district road 
trees do not help much on this 
location.

Measure point 19 lies on a 
small street, but that is the 
first street behind the green 
behind measure point 18, and 
that is still apparent there. 



Allotments R=100m



Repeating hectare allotments
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Court and high rise allotments



Point and line allotments



Building level



Vibration in the air

If air is moving into one direction longer 
than 5 seconds it is measured as ‘wind’.

If it is flowing back in the next 5 seconds it is 
not counted in wind statistics.
It has a frequency f = 1/5 = 0.2 vibrations per 
second or ‘0.2Hz’ (hertz): ‘wind’ nor ‘sound’.
Sound starts at 16Hz.



Sound

Vibrations from 16 Hz until 20 000 Hz are 
accepted as ‘sound’ by our eardrums.

Vibrations slower then 16Hz are called 
infrasonic, faster then 20 000Hz ultrasonic.

A piano starts at 27.5, ending at 4186Hz.



Span of music

Frequences starting at 27.5Hz:



Notes

Any next octave doubles the frequency.

An octave is subdivided in 12 notes (named a, ais or 
bes, b, c, cis or des, d, dis or es, e, f, fis or ges, g, gis).

Because 21/12 = 1.0594630944, the frequency of any 
next key is a factor 1.0594630944 higher than the 
previous one.

So you can calculate the frequency of any note (n=0…
87) by f(n)=27.5 x 1.0594630944n.



Notes and Octaves



Notes and Octaves



Overtones



Notes amplitude and frequency 



Music notes, intervals



Harmonic Intervals



Intervals amplitude and frequency



Scales



Scales amplitude and frequency 



Bluetit (pimpelmees)



Great tit (koolmees)



Song thrush (zanglijster)



Added amplitudes



Supposition of tones



From sound to noise



Power/m2

The power/m2 of a sound wave (called intensity ‘I’, 
expressed in W/m2) depends on

frequency f (tone),
amplitude A (loudness),
air density ρ (normally 1.290kg/m3), and
travel speed c (normally 340m/sec)

according to I = ρ x (2 x π x f x A)2 x c/2.

So, in normal ρ and c conditions power depends on 
frequency f and amplitude A according to
I = 8658 x (f x A)2.



Power of sound (f,A)
Power = 8658 x (frequency x Amplitude)2

f A



Distance
A globe with 28cm radius has a surface of 1m2.
At 28cm a voice has a power of 10-5 W/m2.

Composed by adding 8658*(f x A)2 for every frequency and its Amplitude.

Piano <0.2W/m2.
Orchestra <5W/m2.
Loudspeaker <100W/m2.



Intensity(frequency, amplitude)



Intensity (W/m2) and dB

A logarithmic representation shows the range 
from soft to loud better.

Dividing the intensity by a standard of 10-12 W/
m2 (comparing it with that standard) we get 
positive logarithms from 0 to 14, starting with 
what is just audible.

Multipying it by 10 we get a useful range of 
decibells (dB) from 0 to 150. 



From intensity to dB



Audibility



dB(A): what we think to hear



From dB to dB(A)



Traffic noise


